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ABSTRACT

The results of the calculations of arcjet parameters with hollow and rod cathodes for

nitrogen (N2) and (N2+H2) mixture are given. Calculated results satisfactorily correspond to

the experimental data. It allows to choose "the working point" at volt-ampere hollow cathode

discharge characteristics and to estimate the thermodynamical and electrical parameters of

plasma in arc discharge channel.

I INTRODUCTION

I The paper presents approximate semiempirical model of arc discharge in arcjet devices
both with rod and hollow cathodes. Figure 1 given configuration of a gas discharge gap of
electrode system with a rod cathode description and testing results, given in [1,2]. Figure la
illustrates a discharge chamber configuration and a view of a hollow cathode side; the testing
results are presented in work [3]. In the paper we tried to carry out a theoretical analysis of
arc channel parameters to make the calculation of volt-ampere characteristics of arcjet
devices under discussion.

SIMULATION MODEL

The arcjet discharge parametres may be estimated by the simple single-dimension
semiempirical model based on the well-known experimental data (see, for intance, [4]).

In single-dimension approximation we operate with environment parameters moreover
their values are taken as averaged on cross and longitudinal section of a cylindrical arcjet3 channel. The calculation of the radial parameter distribution may be done in the first
approximation by taking into account the effective cross-section area s5  of the

electroconducting arc channel through which the current flows and where Joule heating of
the working gas takes place. This magnitude is expressed by constrictor cross-section area sc,
using the ratio s, = c ,sc , where a, - is a nondimensional empirical factor < 1 (-0.16...0.25)

[4]. The analysis shows that the transition of subsonic stream to supersonic one takes place
behind the constrictor channel [1,2,5]. This fact was taken into account due to anotherI empirical factor a 2 = Sp /s, where Sp - flow cross section in the transition area.
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In single-dimensional approximation we use the effective channel length la. This

magnitude is a sum of the constrictor length, the distance between the cathode tip and the

constrictor inlet cross-section and the distance between the constrictor outlet and the

transition area cross-section.

Energy losses are taken into account by taking an energy efficiency rle into

consideration. While voltage estimation we should calculate the sum of anode and cathode

voltage bias. According to the well-known experimental data [4] this magnitude is about

12... 15 V for average pressure and different cathode materials.

On the base of the equations of the energy and impulse balances we can write the

continuum equation in single-dimension approximation in the following form:

pressure P= C (1)

U 2

-enthalpy H = HT +-- 2)

- discharge power N = aGH

-voltage U GHIa + AL Ia +2 (4)
rleso \ 2 2

-current I = N / U (5)

These ratios allow to estimate Volt-Ampere (VAC) and Watt-Ampere (WAC)

characteristics at the fixed gas temperature T and mass flow rate G also using the codes for

calculation of such thermodynamic parameters as:

- molar mass - M
- adiabatic exponent - y

- sonic velocity U s

- enthalpy HT

- specific electroconductivity - a

The last value for number of a gases and their mixtures was kindly given by the

colleagues from CENTROSPAZIO.

For the regims at the pressure nearly of 100 kPa the thermodynamic parameters were

determined supposing thermodynamic equilibrium. For arcs at average pressure the empircal
parameters were taken: aF =0,16, ca=1.2 and A(p = 15 V [4].

CALCULATED RESULTS

The experimental V-I and N-I caracteristics for low power rod cathode AJT (N2+2H2)

are given in [2] and are shown in Fig. 2a,b. Experimental depences of voltage Ud (Fig. 3a)

and power N (Fig. 3b) at discharge current Id for the hollow cathodes of different materials 1

at operating in N2 are shown in Fig. 3a,b.
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V-I and N-I calculated characteristics for two different electrode systems with rod

cathode and la parameter varied closely to its experimental values are also given in Fig. 2a.b.

Similarity of these experimantal and calculated dependences was satisfactory. It allows us in

the first approximation using experimental value of specific power N/G and calculated value
of enthalpy H to determ the dimensioneless parameter ca / rl, from eq.3.

The calculated V-I and N-I characteristics for electrode system with hollow cathode
for nitrogen at n. = 0.8 are presented in Fig. 3a,b. Parameter la was equal 0.6 mm. rc=0.5

mm. The average calculated pressure was 213 kPa.

The results of the calculation value of specific power N/GT for hollow and rod cathode

AJT in current range 10...25 A are given in Fig. 4. One can see that the specific power for

(N2+2H2) mixtures is more than 2 times higher than for pure nitrogen. This fact is explained

by the effect of higher level of enthalpy in the first case.
As it follows from figure 4 parameter ca / q in given current range is does not depend

on discharge current for given electrode system design. Linear approximation of these
dependences gives the following values of c, / ,i parameter: for hollow cathode AJT - 0.318,

for rod cathode AJT - 0.208. This result shows the better filling of the arc channel by plasma

in the case of a hollow cathode.
In the case of a rod cathode the value a / rl, for different electrode system

configurations is close to taken for calculated values of the ac and Tr parameters: ta = 0.16
and r, = 0.8.

3 Good agreement between experimental and calculated VIC and WIC allows us to be

assured in the estimation of non-measured parameters such as: enthalpy. ionisation ratio,

plasma components etc. One can estimate arc channal flow enthalpy and specific power for
N2 and (N 2 +2H 2) mixtures from data of Fig. 47. For example ionization ratio for (N2+2H 2 )
mixture is about 0.003at H-10 8 J/kg. N10 3 W, N/J-2xl0 7 J/kg. The average gas

temperature in the arc channel is above 9000 K. Dissotiation ratio is nealy 1.
Thus the given semiempirical analysis allows us to judge by the main working

processes in hollow cathode arcjets as well as general thruster characteristics and efficiency.
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